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We have developed a low noise cantilever deflection sensor with a deflection noise density of
17 fm/ÎHz by optimizing the parameters used in optical beam deflectionsOBDd method. Using this
sensor, we have developed a multienvironment frequency-modulation atomic force microscope
sFM-AFMd that can achieve true molecular resolution in various environments such as in moderate
vacuum, air, and liquid. The low noise characteristic of the deflection sensor makes it possible to
obtain a maximum frequency sensitivity limited by the thermal Brownian motion of the cantilever
in every environment. In this paper, the major noise sources in OBD method are discussed in both
theoretical and experimental aspects. The excellent noise performance of the deflection sensor is
demonstrated in deflection and frequency measurements. True molecular-resolution FM-AFM
images of a polydiacetylene single crystal taken in vacuum, air, and water are presented.© 2005
American Institute of Physics.fDOI: 10.1063/1.1896938g

I. INTRODUCTION

True atomic and molecular resolution of frequency-
modulation atomic force microscopysFM-AFMd sRef. 1d has
been demonstrated on various surfaces such as
semiconductors,2,3 metals,4,5 alkali halides,6 and organic
materials.7 However, all the high-resolution FM-AFM im-
ages presented so far were obtained in ultrahigh vacuum
sUHVd environments, which has prevented many practical
applications in air and liquid. In particular, high-resolution
imaging in liquid is essential for investigating biological
samples such as DNA, proteins and living cells in their
physiological environments.

The major difficulty in high-resolution imaging in air
and liquid is a lowQ factor of the cantilever resonance. In
FM-AFM, the frequency noise arising from the cantilever
thermal Brownian motion increases as theQ factor
decreases.1 In addition, the lowQ factor results in a wide
spectral width of the cantilever self-oscillation, leading to a
large frequency noise in the frequency-modulationsFMd de-
tection. Due to these problems, high-resolution FM-AFM
imaging in low Q environmentssi.e., in air and liquidd has
been regarded as a challenging target.

However, detailed noise analysis of frequency measure-
ments in FM-AFM, which will be presented in this article,
revealed that the force sensitivity of the conventional FM-
AFM is limited not only by the cantilever thermal Brownian
motion, namely,Q factor but also by the noises arising from
the cantilever deflection sensor. Thus, in order to achieve “Q

limited noise performance” in FM-AFM, the frequency noise
caused by the deflection sensor must be reduced less than
that by the thermal Brownian motion.

Since the invention of AFM,8 a wide variety of cantile-
ver deflection sensors have been used.8–15 Among them, the
highest deflection sensitivities have been achieved with op-
tical interferometers. For example, Rugaret al.16 reported a
fiberoptic interferometer with a deflection noise density of
17 fm/ÎHz. Schönenbergeret al.12 showed a polarizing op-
tical interferometer with a deflection noise density of
6 fm/ÎHz. In spite of those excellent deflection sensitivities,
the interferometers have not been used in commercially
available AFMs. Instead, most of the commercially available
AFMs utilize optical beam deflectionsOBDd method11 be-
cause of the simple experimental setup and the easy optical
beam alignment. Although theoretical studies suggested that
the theoretical limits of the deflection sensitivities obtained
by these two methods are nearly the same,17 the deflection
noise densities in the practical OBD sensorsstypically
100–1000 fm/ÎHzd have been worse than those in the opti-
cal interferometers.

In this study, we have investigated the major factors that
limit the deflection sensitivity of the actual OBD sensor both
in theoretical and experimental aspects. Then, we have de-
veloped a low noise OBD sensor with a deflection noise
density of 17 fm/ÎHz. Using this sensor, we have developed
a multienvironment FM-AFM that can achieve true molecu-
lar resolution in various environments such as in vacuum, air,
and liquid. The noise performance of the sensor was quanti-
tatively investigated in the deflection and frequency mea-adElectronic mail: h-yamada@kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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surements. True molecular-resolution FM-AFM imaging was
performed on a polydiacetylene single crystal in various
environments.18,19

II. MAJOR NOISE SOURCES IN OBD METHOD

A. Basic principle

Figure 1sad shows a typical experimental setup for a can-
tilever deflection sensor using OBD method. In OBD
method, a focused laser beam is irradiated onto the backside
of the cantilever. The bounced laser beam is detected with a
position sensitive photodetectorsPSPDd which consists of
two adjacent photodiodessPDA and PDBd. The laser beam is
aligned so that the laser spot on the PSPD is positioned at its
center fFig. 1sbdg. The cantilever displacementDz induces
the cantilever deflectionDu which is given by20

Du =
3

2

Dz

,
, s1d

where , is the cantilever length. This cantilever deflection
gives rise to the laser beam deflection of 2Du. Thus, the laser
spot irradiated onto the PSPD is displaced byDa which is
given by

Da = 3
s

,
Dz, s2d

wheres is the distance between the tip and the PSPD. The
amplification factorb given byb=Da/Dz is typically about
103. Owing to the large amplification factor, the OBD
method can achieve a high deflection sensitivity.

The photo-induced currentssiA and iBd from the two
photodiodes are independently detected withI –V converters.
The detected signals are fed into a differential amplifier
which produces the voltage signalsvA–Bd proportional to the
current differencesiA–Bd betweeniA and iB. Then, the un-
wanted frequency components are eliminated with a band
pass filtersBPFd having a center frequency near the cantile-
ver resonance. The displacement of the laser spot causes one
of the photodiodes to collect more light than the other, lead-
ing to the deviationsDiA–Bd in iA–B.

In dynamic-mode AFM, the cantilever displacement
does not occur in a static manner but dynamically. On the
other hand, the time response of the photodetector, including
the PSPD and the preamplifier, is limited by the influence of
the junction capacitance of a photodiode. Thus, with a
frequency-dependent gain reduction factorsjPDd taken into
account, the variation of the cantilever deflection signal
sDvA–Bd is given by

DvA–B = haPjPDRIV
3s

,a
Dz, s3d

whereRIV, h, a, andP are the feedback resistor of the pho-
todiode preamplifier, the efficiency of the light-to-current
conversion at the photodiodes, the laser power attenuation
coefficient in the optical path, and the output power of the
laser diode, respectively. Note that the shape of the laser spot
is assumed to be square with a dimension ofa3a as shown
in Fig. 1scd.

B. Major noise sources

One of the major noise sources in OBD method is the
photodiode shot noise. The voltage noise arising from the
shot noisesdvsd is given by

dvs = jPDRIV
Î2ehaPBBPF, s4d

wheree and BBPF are the elementary charge and the band-
width of the BPF. From Eqs.s3d ands4d, the effective canti-
lever deflection noise density caused by the shot noise is
given by

nzs=
dvs/ÎBBPF

DvA–B/Dz
=

,a

3s
Î 2e

haP
. s5d

This equation shows thatnzs is reduced by increasingP. In
most of the well-designed OBD sensors,nzs is the predomi-
nant noise component.

Another major noise source in OBD method is the
Johnson noise originated from the resistorsRIVd used in the
I –V converters. The voltage noise arising from the Johnson
noise is given by

FIG. 1. sColor onlined sad Typical experimental setup for the cantilever
deflection sensor using the OBD method.sbd The PSPD and the following
electronic circuits includingI –V converters, a differential amplifier and a
band pass filter.scd An approximated laser spot on the PSPD.
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dvJ = Î4kBTNPDRIVBBPF, s6d

whereNPD, kB, andT are the number of photodiodes used in
the PSPD, Boltzmann constant and temperature, respectively.
Although a two-segment photodiode is used as the PSPD in
the setup shown in Fig. 1, a four-segment photodiode is also
often used for detecting both vertical and lateral cantilever
deflections. Thus,NPD is 2 or 4 in most cases. From Eqs.s3d
and s6d, the effective cantilever deflection noise density
caused by the Johnson noisesnzJd is given by

nzJ=
dvJ/ÎBBPF

DvA–B/Dz
=

,a

3s

1

haPjPD
Î4kBTNPD

RIV
. s7d

This equation shows thatnzJ reduces with increasingP and
RIV. In most of the OBD sensors,nzJ is smaller thannzs.
However,nzJ increases with decreasingjPD while nzs remains
constant. Thus,nzJ may exceednzs for high frequency canti-
levers due to the insufficient bandwidth of the preamplifier.

In general, the deflection noise arising from the intensity
fluctuation of the laser diode driven by an automatic power
control sAPCd circuit is negligible compared to those from
the photodiode shot noise and the load resistance Johnson
noise. This is because noise arising from the laser intensity
fluctuation is mostly eliminated as a common mode noise at
the differential amplifier if its common mode rejection ratio
sCMRRd at the cantilever vibration frequency is sufficiently
large. However, even when the amount of the laser intensity
fluctuation is negligible, only small amount of the mode fluc-
tuations in the laser diode can induce a drastic increase of the
deflection noise. This is because the laser mode fluctuation
causes a fluctuation of the spatial distribution of the laser
spot on the PSPD. Such a fluctuation of the laser spot pattern
produces a differential mode noise which is further magni-
fied by a differential amplifier. Since the behavior of this
noise component is strongly dependent on the characteristics
of the laser diodes and other optical components used in
OBD method, its quantitative estimation is very difficult.
Thus, we discuss this issue from more practical aspects in the
following section.

III. LOW NOISE CANTILEVER DEFLECTION SENSOR

Figure 2 schematically shows the experimental setup for
our low noise cantilever deflection sensor. Although the de-
sign is basically the same as those used in conventional OBD
sensors, our sensor has a much lower deflection noise density
than those produced by the conventional OBD sensors. In the

following subsections, distinctive features of our sensor re-
quired for the low noise characteristic are described in detail.

A. Optimal laser output power

An index-guided laser diodesHitachi: HL6312Gd with a
rated output power of 5 mW and a nominal output wave-
length of 635 nm is used in our sensor. The averaged output
power of the laser diode is maintained constant using an
APC driver sThorLabs: IP500d. Figure 3 shows laser power
dependence of the deflection noise densitysnzd measured
with our deflection sensor in air. In this figure, the solid
circles show experimentally measured values while the dot-
ted line shows theoretically calculated values ofnzs with Eq.
s5d. The relevant parameters used in the calculation are given
in the figure caption of Fig. 3. When the laser power is less
than 2.5 mW, the experimentally measured values show
good agreement with the theoretically calculated values. This
indicates that the noise performance of the sensor is basically
limited by the photodiode shot noise. Thus, the deflection
noise density decreases with increasing the laser power.
However, the deflection noise density drastically increases as
the laser power exceeds 2.5 mW. The result suggests the
contribution from the laser mode hop noise in the high out-
put power regime.

In general, a laser diode operated with a relatively small
output power compared to its rating shows intensity fluctua-
tions originated from the spontaneous light emission. This
noise is referred to as “quantum noise.” As the laser power
increases, the quantum noise becomes negligible compared
to the averaged laser power. Instead, the intensity fluctua-
tions arising from the hopping of the laser oscillation mode
becomes evident in the high output power regime. This noise
is referred to as “mode hop noise.” The laser mode hopping
causes a fluctuation of the laser spot pattern on the PSPD.
This leads to a large deflection noise as mentioned in the
previous section. The magnitude of the mode hopping does
not show a monotonic dependence on the output laser power

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Schematic drawing of the experimental setup for our
low noise cantilever deflection sensor using OBD method.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Laser power dependence of the cantilever deflection
noise density measured with our deflection sensor in air. The solid circles
indicate the experimentally measured deflection noise densities while the
dotted line shows the theoretically calculated values ofnzsusing Eq.s5d. The
parameters used in the calculation are given by,=100mm, s=5 cm, h
=0.5 A/W, a=1 mm, anda=0.4. The laser power was modulated with a
frequency of 300 MHz to suppress the optical feedback noise and the optical
interference noise. A Si cantilever with an Al backside coatingsNanosen-
sors: NCHRd was used.
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but a oscillatory dependence as seen in Fig. 3. However, the
use of the laser power corresponding to the local minimum
found in the oscillatory dependence is unrealistic because
this laser power often varies depending on the surrounding
temperature. Thus, the laser power should not exceed the
threshold for the onset of the laser mode hopping. In our
setup, since the threshold value varies depending on the tem-
perature from 2 mW to 3 mW, we adopted the operating
laser power of 2 mW.

B. rf laser power modulation

Besides the intrinsic noises of the laser diode, the quan-
tum noise and the mode hop noise, there are two other noise
sources related to the laser beam. The reflection and scatter-
ing of the laser beam occasionally produce some part of the
laser beam going back into the optical resonator of the laser
diode. This optical feedback causes another laser oscillation
mode, leading to the increase of the mode hopping. This
noise is referred to as “optical feedback noise.” On the other
hand, some of the reflected or scattered laser beam incidents
on the PSPD. This laser beam interferes with other laser
beams which come through the different optical paths. Such
unexpected optical paths are unstable because of the tem-
perature variations and mechanical drifts. Thus, the laser spot
pattern on the PSPD shows fluctuation in a relatively long
time scale. This noise is referred to as “optical interference
noise.” These noises are particularly dominant in liquid-
environment AFMs. In the setup for liquid-environment
AFMs, many obstacles such as cover glass and solution are
inserted into the optical path of the laser beam. These ob-
stacles induce the reflection and scattering of the laser beam,
which increases the optical feedback noise and the optical
interference noise.

These optical noises can be suppressed by modulating
the laser power with a radio frequencysrfd signal whose
frequency is typically 300–500 MHz.21,22The rf laser power
modulation changes the laser oscillation mode from single-
mode to multimode. Since the mode hopping takes place due
to the competition among the possible laser oscillation
modes in the optical resonator, the multimode laser oscilla-
tion is much more insensitive to the optical feedback than the
single-mode laser oscillation. Consequently, the rf modula-
tion considerably reduces the mode hopping induced by the
optical feedback. In addition, the multimode laser beam has a
lower coherence than the single-mode does. Thus, the rf
modulation also works well to suppress the optical interfer-
ence noise.

We used this technique in our deflection sensor. The rf
signal is generated with a voltage-controlled oscillator
sVCOd sMini-Circuits: POS-400d. The frequency and the
magnitude of the rf signal were about 300 MHz and
+9 dBm, respectively. The rf signal was added to the current
signal produced by the APC driver using a bias-teesMini-
Circuits: PBTC-1GWd. Figure 4 shows a waveform of the
frequency shift signal measured in water before and after
turning off the rf laser power modulation. The waveform
shows that the magnitude of the frequency noise suddenly
increased after turning off the rf modulation. This demon-
strates that the rf modulation is effective to reduce the optical

feedback noise and the optical interference noise. Although
the rf modulation also reduces the intrinsic mode hop noise,
it was not completely suppressed in our case. In fact, the
laser power dependence shown in Fig. 3 clearly shows the
contribution from the intrinsic mod hop noise in spite of the
rf laser power modulation. Thus, the averaged laser power
should be set at a value below the threshold for the onset of
the mode hop noise even with the rf laser power modulation.

C. Efficiency of optical transmission

The laser power should be increased for reducingnzs

while the maximum laser power is limited by the threshold
for the onset of the laser mode hopping. Accordingly, the
laser power loss in the optical path from the laser diode to
the PSPD should be minimized. This is also clear from Eq.
s5d showing thatnzs decreases with increasinga.

In our deflection sensor, an aspheric collimation and fo-
cusing lens pairsThorLabs: LT230260Pd is used for the effi-
cient optical transmission of the laser beam. The collimation
lens should have a large numerical aperturesNAd to collect
as much as light emitted from the laser diode chip which
diverse rapidly with its travel. The NA and the focal length
of the collimation lens are 0.55 and 4.5 mm, respectively.
The large NA of this collimation lens allows us to collect
almost 100% light emitted from the laser diode. On the other
hand, the focusing lens should have a relatively small NA for
minimizing the beam divergence in the optical travel from
the cantilever backside to the PSPD. The NA and the focal
length of the focusing lens are 0.16 and 15.36 mm, respec-
tively. The small NA may limit the minimum laser spot size
on the cantilever backside. If the laser spot size exceeds the
cantilever width, some of the laser beam will incident on the
sample. This may lead to unwanted influence on the sample
properties as well as a lowa value. The laser spot size on the
cantilever backside in our sensor is about 30mm which is
almost the same as the width of standard silicon cantilevers.
Since the cantilever backside works as an optical mirror in
OBD method, the increase of its reflectivity will enhance the
efficiency of the optical transmission. In this respect, metal
coating of the cantilever backside is beneficial. For example,
the reflectivity of the backside of a standard silicon cantile-
ver sNanosensors: NCHd is about 25% while that of Al
coated onesNanosensors: NCHRd is about 65% in our setup.
Thus, a metal coated cantilever usually gives a better noise
characteristic than uncoated one.

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Waveform of the frequency shift signal measured in
water before and after turning off the rf laser power modulationsA=5 nm,
f0=140 kHz,k=42 N/m,Q=30d. A Si cantilever with an Al backside coat-
ing sNanosensors: NCHRd was used. The cantilever was oscillated in con-
stant amplitude mode.
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The far field pattern of an optical beam emitted from a
laser diode usually shows an elliptic shape. This is because
the diffraction angle along thepn-junction layer is smaller
than that perpendicular to the layer. However, the laser spot
pattern on the PSPD in conventional deflection sensors
shows a nearly round shape as shown in Fig. 5sad. In those
sensors, a collimation lens with a low NA partially block off
the laser beam. This provides a round shape laser beam at the
expense of some laser power. Although this setup allows us
to detect cantilever deflections in both lateral and vertical
directions, the laser power loss leads to a low deflection sen-
sitivity. On the other hand, the laser spot on the PSPD in our
sensor shows an elliptic patternfa13a2 as shown in Fig.
5sbdg because all the laser beam is collected with a collima-
tion lens having a large NA. The rotation angle of the laser
beam is adjusted such that the short axis of the elliptic pat-
tern is oriented along the direction of the laser spot displace-
ment. Sincea2 is longer than the size of the PSPD, about
40% of the light is lost here. Consequently, the total laser
power attenuationa is 0.4 for a metal coated cantilever and
0.15 for a standard silicon cantilever. The effective laser spot
size equals toa1 since the displacement takes place along
this direction. This small effective laser spot size provides an
excellent sensitivity to the laser spot displacement.

D. Wideband photodetector

The photo-induced current from the PSPD is converted
to the voltage signal with a pre-amplifier. The photodetector
must have enough bandwidthsBPDd for detecting the cantile-
ver vibration. Otherwise, the decrease ofjPD results in the
increase ofnzJ. Althoughnzs is the predominant noise source
in most of the OBD sensors,nzJ may exceed it due to the
smalljPD. From Eqs.s5d ands7d, the condition fornzs,nzJ is
given by

jPD .Î 2kBTNPD

ehaPRIV
. s8d

In our case, the condition isjPD.0.23 sNPD=4, h=0.5, P
=2 mW, a=0.4, RIV =10 kVd.

The resonance frequencies of conventional cantilevers
used in FM-AFM are in the range of 100–400 kHz. Thus,
BPD of the conventional deflection sensor is mostly less than
600 kHz. However, the use of high frequency cantilevers in
FM-AFM has recently attracted much attention because it
can enhance the force sensitivity and time response. Thus, it
is expected that the cantilever resonance frequency used in

FM-AFM will be increased in the near future. The wideband
cantilever deflection sensor is essential for detecting the vi-
bration of such high frequency cantilevers.

The bandwidth of the photodetector is mainly deter-
mined by the junction capacitance of the photodiode and the
gain bandwidth product of the operational amplifier and the
feedback resistor used in the preamplifier. In our sensor, a
four-segment Si PIN photodiodesMoririca: MI-33H-4Dd is
used as the PSPD. The total chip size of the PSPD is
2.6 mm32.6 mm. The four segments are separated by
50 mm. Since the PSPD consists of PIN photodiodes, it has a
small junction capacitance of 10 pF. The preamplifier con-
sists of a quad operational amplifiersTexas Instruments:
OPA4354AIDRd and a feedback resistor of 10 kV. The op-
erational amplifier has a high gain bandwidth product of
100 MHz. Figure 6 shows the frequency dependence of the
normalized gain of the photodetector including the PSPD
and the preamplifier. The figure shows the photodetector has
a −3 dB bandwidth of 1.5 MHz. This value is much higher
than that in conventional deflection sensors.

The voltage signal from the photodetector is fed into a
differential amplifier. In OBD method, this differential am-
plifier is used for eliminating the common mode noise as
well as for magnifying the differential mode signal induced
by the cantilever vibration. Thus, the differential amplifier
should have a high CMRR as well as high differential gain.
In addition, the bandwidth of the differential amplifiersBdifd
should be higher thanBPD to avoid the signal attenuation. In
our sensor, the differential amplifier consists of an instru-
mentation amplifiersTexas Instruments: INA111d. The differ-
ential gain of this amplifier was set at 20 dB by using an
external resistor of 5.6 kV. With this gain,Bdif of the ampli-
fier was about 1.6 MHz, which is higher thanBPD of our
sensor. The CMRR at 300 kHz, which is a typical frequency
of the cantilever resonance used in FM-AFM, was about
45 dB. This high CMRR eliminates the common mode
noises such as laser intensity fluctuations.

E. Variable frequency band pass filter

In FM-AFM, the cantilever is usually oscillated with a
piezoelectric actuator placed near the cantilever base. In
liquid-environments, the vibration of the actuator is transmit-
ted through the surrounding liquid as well as through the

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Laser spot pattern on the PSPD insad conventional
deflection sensor andsbd our sensor. The laser spot size along the short and
long axes area1=1 mm anda2=4 mm, respectively.

FIG. 6. sColor onlined The frequency dependence of the normalized gain of
the photodetector including the PSPD and the preamplifier. The gain values
are normalized with respect to the dc gain.
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cantilever base. Thus, the amplitude response of the cantile-
ver vibration shows many unwanted resonances in addition
to the fundamental resonance of the cantilever. These reso-
nances prevent a stable cantilever self-oscillation. The self-
oscillation frequency often tracks at the unwanted resonances
and jumps from one to another.

In our setup, BPFsNF: DT-208Dd is used for eliminating
the unwanted frequency components contained in the deflec-
tion signal. Since the cantilever resonance frequency varies
from one to another, the center frequency of the BPF should
be adjustable. For DT-208D, it can be changed from 10 kHz
to 1.59 MHz with external binary-coded-decimalsBCDd
switches. TheQ factor of the BPFsQBPFd should be smaller
than that of the cantilever resonance to avoid the influence
on the phase-frequency characteristic of the cantilever reso-
nance. In our case,QBPF was set at 2 which is much smaller
than theQ factor of the cantilevers used in our experiments
stypically Q=20–30 in liquidd.

Figure 7 shows the amplitude response of the cantilever
measured by sweeping the frequency of the excitation signal
in water. The solid and dotted lines were measured with and
without the BPF, respectively. A number of unwanted reso-
nance peaks are found in the spectrum taken without BPF
while they are well suppressed by the BPF in the other case.
The result shows that the BPF works well to suppress the
unwanted frequency components in the deflection signal. The
BPF is essential for the stable self-oscillation of the cantile-
ver in liquid environments.

IV. MULTIENVIRONMENT FM-AFM

Using the low noise deflection sensor, we have devel-
oped a multienvironment FM-AFM that can achieve true
molecular resolution in various environments such as in
vacuum, air and liquids. The FM-AFM was developed by
modifying a commercially available AFMsJEOL: JSPM-
4200d. The original AFM control electronics was replaced
with our homebuilt AFM controller. The original cantilever
deflection sensor was replaced with our newly developed
OBD sensor. A homebuilt FM detector using a phase-locked
loop circuit23 was used for the frequency detection.

A. Measurements of cantilever Brownian motion

The frequency spectra of the cantilever Brownian vibra-
tion induced by the thermal energy is given by1

nzB=Î 2kBT

pf0kQ

1

f1 − sf/f0d2g2 + ff/sf0Qdg2 , s9d

where f, f0, and k are vibration frequency, resonance fre-
quency, and spring constant of a cantilever, respectively. Fig-
ures 8sad and 8sbd show the frequency spectra of cantilever
Brownian motion measured in air and water, respectively.
The solid lines show experimentally measured values while
the dotted lines show theoretically calculated values with Eq.
s9d. The peaks found in the spectra correspond to the Brown-
ian vibration at the cantilever resonance while the back-
ground white noise comes from the deflection sensor noise.
The results reveal that the deflection noise densities arising
from our deflection sensor were 17 fm/ÎHz in air and
40 fm/ÎHz in liquid. These values are much smaller than the
deflection noise densities obtained with a conventional OBD
sensorstypically 100–1000 fm/ÎHz in aird. Since the band-
width of the FM detectorsBFMd is usually less than 1 kHz,
the deflection noise components which induce the frequency
noises should be in the frequency range fromf0−1 kHz to
f0+1 kHz. In this frequency region, the experimentally mea-
sured values are nearly the same as the theoretically calcu-
lated values in both air and liquid environments. Namely, we
can obtain theQ limited noise performance in both environ-
ments.

B. Frequency noise in FM-AFM

The deflection noises arising from the deflection sensor
and the thermal Brownian motion result in the frequency
noise in FM-AFM. The spectral densities of the frequency
noisesnfd is given by

nf = Înfs
2 + nfB

2 , s10d

nfs = Î2
nzs

A
fm, s11d

FIG. 7. sColor onlined The amplitude response of the cantilever measured
by sweeping the frequency of the excitation signal in water. The solid and
dotted lines were measured with and without BPF, respectively. A Si canti-
lever with an Al backside coatingsNanosensors: NCHRd was used.

FIG. 8. sColor onlined Frequency spectra of cantilever Brownian motion
measured insad air sQ=241, f0=281.5 kHzd and sbd water sQ=10, f0

=132 kHzd. The solid lines show experimentally measured values while the
dotted lines show theoretically calculated values with Eq.s9d. A Si cantile-
ver with an Al backside coatingsNanosensors: NCHRd was usedsk
=30 N/md.
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nfB =Î kBTf0
pkQA2 . s12d

nfs andnfB are the spectral densities of the frequency noises
arising from the sensor noise and the thermal Brownian mo-
tion, respectively.fm andA denote the modulation frequency
of the cantilever vibration frequencysf − f0d and the vibration
amplitude of the cantilever, respectively. These equations
show thatnfs linearly increases with increasingfm while nfB

remains constant. The slope of the linear increase ofnfs is
proportional tonz. Accordingly, the reduction of deflection
noise is particularly advantageous for frequency measure-
ments at high modulation frequencies. For example, high-
speed FM-AFM imaging requires frequency measurements

at high modulation frequencies. Surface property measure-
ments using frequency modulation technique such as Kelvin-
probe force microscopysKFMd sRef. 24d and scanning ca-
pacitance force microscopysSCFMd sRef. 25d require
frequency measurements at a modulation frequency of higher
than 1 kHz.

Figure 9sad shows the setup used for the measurement of
the frequency noise characteristic of our FM-AFM. The can-
tilever was oscillated with a self-oscillation circuit such that
its oscillation amplitude was kept constantsA=5 nmd. The
deflection signal from the deflection sensor was fed into the
FM detector. Then, the spectral noise densities contained in
the output signal of the FM detector was measured with an
FFT analyzersAdvantest: R9211Bd. The measurement was
performed in a moderate vacuum environment.

Figure 9sbd shows frequency spectra of the frequency
shift signal measured with the setup shown in Fig. 9sad. The
deflection noise densities measured with laser powers of
2 mW and 0.5 mW were 16.7 fm/ÎHz and 38.9 fm/ÎHz,
respectively. These values were estimated from the fre-
quency spectra of the thermal Brownian motion. The solid
squares and the solid triangles shown in the figure show
frequency noise densities measured with laser powers of
2 mW and 0.5 mW, respectively. The solid lines show fre-
quency noises calculated with Eqs.s10d–s12d for the deflec-
tion noise densities of 16.7, 38.9, and 100 fm/ÎHz. For both
laser powers, the experimental results show good agreement
with the theoretical plots.

With a laser power of 2 mW,nf shows almost constant

FIG. 9. sColor onlined sad Experimental setup used for the measurement of
the frequency noise characteristic of our FM-AFM.sbd Frequency spectra of
the frequency shift signal measured with the setup shown insad sA=5 nm,
k=33 N/m,Q=8089,f0=291 kHz,BFM=1 kHzd. The vacuum chamber was
pumped with a rotary pump. The vacuum pressure was about 6 Pa. A Si
cantilever with Al backside coatingsNanosensors: NCHRd was used. The
cantilever was oscillated in constant amplitude mode.

FIG. 10. sColor onlined The crystal structure of thebc-plane of poly-PTS.
The lattice constants of the crystal area=1.493 nm,b=0.4910 nm, andc
=1.4936 nm. In thebc-plane, one side of the PTS side groups is located
under the other side. Thus, they are omitted in this figure for clarity. Hydro-
gen atoms are also omitted to avoid complexity.

FIG. 11. sColor onlined FM-AFM images of the poly-PTS single crystal.sad In moderate vacuums7 nm37 nm, Df =−70 Hz,A=8 nm,Q=8089,P=6 Pa,
tip velocity: 560 nm/sd. sbd In air s10 nm310 nm,Df =−50 Hz,A=4.8 nm,Q=241, tip velocity: 671 nm/sd. scd In water s15 nm315 nm,Df = +200 Hz,
A=0.26 nm,Q=27, tip velocity: 420 nm/sd. A Si cantilever without backside coatingsNanosensors: NCHd was usedsk=42 N/md. The cantilever was
oscillated in constant amplitude mode.
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value with respect tofm. The value ofnf is nearly the same
as the thermal noise limitsnfBd indicated by the dotted line in
Fig. 9sbd. This reveals that our low noise deflection sensor
makes it possible to obtainQ limited noise performance even
with a high Q factor in vacuum and an FM bandwidth of
1 kHz. When the laser power was deliberately reduced to
0.5 mW,nz increased to 38.9 fm/ÎHz. In this case,nf shows
linear dependence at the modulation frequencies higher than
200 Hz due to the contribution from the sensor noise. For
conventional deflection sensors,nz is larger than
100 fm/ÎHz. Thus, the linear dependence becomes more
evident as indicated by the theoretical plot fornz of
100 fm/ÎHz. In this case, the noise performance of FM-
AFM is not limited by the thermal Brownian noise but by the
sensor noise. Therefore, low noise deflection sensor is essen-
tial for obtainingQ limited noise performance.

C. FM-AFM imaging in various environments

Using our low noise deflection sensor, we performed
FM-AFM imaging in various environments.18,19 The sample
used here was a single crystal of polydiacetylene, 2,4-
hexadine-1,6-diolbissp-toluene sulfonated, which is hereafter
referred to as “poly-PTS.” A clean surface of thebc-plane of
poly-PTS was prepared by cleaving it in air. Figure 10 shows
the crystal structure of thebc-plane of poly-PTS.26 In the
bc-plane, one side of thep-toluene sulfonatesPTSd side
groups attached to the polydiacetylene main chain protrudes
from the molecularbc-plane while the other side of the PTS
side groups and the main chains are located under the upper
PTS side groups. Thus, the topmost carbon atoms indicated
by the circles in Fig. 10 should appear as bright protrusions
in AFM images of thebc-plane. The upper PTS side groups
are aligned along theb-axis with a separation of 0.491 nm,
forming the stripe structures with a period of 0.75 nm in the
c-axis direction.

Figures 11sad–11scd show FM-AFM images taken in
moderate vacuum, air, and water, respectively. All the images
show individual PTS side groups separated by about 0.5 nm.
In addition, some structural defects are imaged simulta-
neously with the molecular-scale features as indicated by the
black arrows. These results demonstrate that our FM-AFM
can achieve true molecular-resolution in every environment.
It was possible to obtain molecular resolution with a fast
scanning speed. For example, the image shown in Fig. 11sbd
was taken with a scanning speed of 33.6 line/ss671 nm/sd
while typical scanning speed in UHV-FM-AFM is
1–3 line/s. Thus, the imaging speed is nearly ten times as
fast as those used in conventional FM-AFM. This is because
the frequency noises at high modulation frequencies in our
FM-AFM are much smaller than that in conventional FM-
AFM.

The frequency noise in liquid is much larger than those
in vacuum or in air due to the lowQ factor. In this experi-
ment, we used very small oscillation amplitude of 0.26 nm

for enhancing the force sensitivity of the frequency shift sig-
nal to the short-range interaction forces. The low noise char-
acteristic of our deflection sensor was essential for the stable
cantilever self-oscillation with such a small oscillation am-
plitude. The detailed experimental conditions and the imag-
ing mechanism of the liquid-environment FM-AFM are dis-
cussed elsewhere.19
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